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1. Maker-economy: distributed 
manufacturing and 3D printing 

2. Sharing and the on-demand 
economy: own less, access 
more; towards disownership? 

3. Circular economy: people, 
planet, profit: a kind of 
sustainable capitalism ? 

4. Experience economy: immersive, 
embodied, focus on lifetime 
memories instead of purchases



The evolution of software and services
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Humanity will change more in the next 
20 years than in the previous 300 years



Exponential Digitization. Automation. Optimization 
Disintermediation. Virtualization. Robotization (+)



Exponential 
Velocity



Exponential and combinatorial changes

Illustration by Frank Diana (Tata)



The Internet of Things: 227 Billion devices by 2020
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Impact on supply chain management? 

Illustration by Frank Diana (Tata)



Everyone and everything is moving into the Cloud…







Ambient Computing - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’

Illustration by Frank Diana (Tata)





Man and machine are converging !?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology becomes invisible; 
moves inside (of us, too)

Image: Minority Report The Movie



Robotic cars, ships, planes, pets…friends



The future of software?



From Internet to Brain-Net: the Global Brain is coming





In a hyper-connected digital world, many traditional assumptions  
and orthodoxies may no longer be useful, becoming toxic assumptions



The perils of acting based on yesterday’s logic. 
Best example of worst acting: the music industry



http://robertjgardner.co.uk/2013/07/22/vuca-the-acronym-of-our-time/



http://robertjgardner.co.uk/2013/07/22/vuca-the-acronym-of-our-time/

Velocity Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration Agility



Twitter: 
@gleonhard

Where or how is your (clients’) business digitally contestable?



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Digital transformation: fuelled by Moore’s law, radical consumer empowerment, 
loss of competitive advantages, and the end of managed dissatisfactions



Technology gives… and it takes away. 
Consider the unintended consequences 

beforehand



Great software transcends ‘machine thinking’



https://marikaya.wordpress.com/2007/04/03/holism-versus-reductionism/



Digital transformation is not just 
going to be about technology- 
Culture still eats tech 

for breakfast:)
http://byronreese.com/infiniteprogress/



Imagination is becoming absolutely crucial: unleash the right brain
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Consumers as well as businesses now 
have increasingly abundant choices



Beyond technology, leaders offer purpose, meaning, relevance…



The future of the software industry: algorithms and ‘humarithms’



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Efficiency ☯ Intelligence ☯ 
Engagement ☯ Trust ☯ Transaction



Sooner or later, technology will dissolve the very concept of work

http://www.mightyheaton.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/61.jpg





Exponential technological progress will require new social contracts, 
regulation, treaties… a global framework is absolutely essential 



Reminder: in a totally networked society and an IoT-default future, global 
security protocols, standards, rules and ethics will be mission-critical



Enterprise Management & ’Supply Cloud’ Security



Arena / Lateral Thinking



Invest more in what might be



1) Get ready for exponential and combinatorial ‘opportunity-challenges’ 
2) Re-arrange your ‘mental furniture’ - get rid of toxic assumptions 
3) Almost every incumbent becomes ‘digitally contestable’ (partly or whole) 
4) Flip the VUCA: Velocity Unorthodoxy Collaboration Agility 
5) The future of software: transcend algorithms into design & humarithms 
6) Think arena, not (just) industry



Thanks for your kind attention!
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